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Beam fanning reversal in the ferroelectic relaxor Sr 0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6
at high external electric fields
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Beam fanning has been studied in the cerium-doped ferroelectric relaxor strontium–barium–niobate
(Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6:Ce, SBN:Ce! under the application of high external electric fields. Spatial
reversal in the distribution of the scattered light is achieved both below and above the phase
transition. It is shown that the photorefractive response in SBN strongly depends on the state of the
polar structure of the crystal, which can be controlled by external fields. Coherent illumination of the
crystal greatly facilitates the repoling process, causes a considerable refinement of the domain order
in the ferroelectric phase and assists the stabilization of the polar structure in the relaxor regime. The
model of scattering centers associated with refractive index anomalies located on domain walls is
applied to receive detailed information about the distribution of initial seed scattering in the crystal
bulk and the efficiency of nonlinear amplification of the scattering. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1610234#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cerium-doped strontium–barium–nioba
(Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6:Ce, SBN:Ce! has received much atten
tion in nonlinear optics since it exhibits a very strong pho
refractive effect.1,2 The incorporation of cerium extends th
spectral range of the photorefractive response from the
ultraviolet up to the near-infrared and considerably increa
the efficiency of the recording of refractive index gratings3,4

A spatially modulated light field induced by the interferen
of two coherent waves gives rise to a space-charge fieldEsc

due to a spatial redistribution of photoexcited charge carr
in the crystal volume. This periodic electric field modulat
the refractive index of the crystal via the linear electro-op
effect so that a phase grating appears. In SBN with typ
nonlocal photorefractive response, the refractive index g
ing is shifted with respect to the incoming light interferen
pattern. Mutual diffraction of the two recording waves on t
shifted grating leads to the enhancement of one wave and
depletion of the other.5 Thus, the nonlocal response gives ri
to a stationary energy transfer between the two record
beams, called beam coupling, which is primarily respons
for many nonlinear optic effects including light-induce
scattering.6,7 The most efficient light-induced scattering
SBN is polarization-isotropic wide-angle scattering, whi
appears from a single laser beam6 and is usually called beam
fanning.7 The incident beam is scattered at optical imperf
tions of the crystal. This initial scattering seeds the be
fanning. The seed waves record noisy photorefractive g

a!Electronic mail: tgranzow@uni-koeln.de
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ings, so that beam coupling with the pump beam takes pl
Scattered light of high intensity develops beside the direc
transmitted pump beam in the directions where the seed s
tering is effectively amplified. Therefore, it exhibits a ve
strong asymmetry in SBN in the plane of the polarc axis.
Here, the direction and the efficiency of the energy trans
depend on the electro-optic coefficientr eff . The sign and the
absolute value ofr eff are determined by the vector of th
spontaneous electric polarizationPs .8,9 Hence, photorefrac-
tive properties strongly depend onPs and, respectively, on
the domain structure of SBN. Control of the spontaneo
polarization by an external electric fieldEo allows deliberate
manipulation of the photorefractive response. This becom
especially important for an application of photorefractive fe
roelectrics in general as optical memories10 and for optical
data processing,11 respectively.

In the last decade, certain attempts to manipulate
photorefractive properties of SBN via a spatial arrangem
of the polar structure by external fields were made. The p
torefractive optical hysteresis in SBN has already been d
onstrated by two-beam coupling12,13 and beam fanning14 ex-
periments, and was attributed to the ferroelectric hyster
Ps-Eo . Also, the reversal of selected domain areas and
formation of ferroelectric domain gratings by exposure
light have been reported in SBN.15,16 It was shown that the
periodically modulated space-charge field induced by a s
soidal light interference pattern assists the local reversa
the electric polarization in the fringes where the sum of
external fieldEo and the space-charge fieldEsc exceeds the
coercive fieldEc , Eo1Esc.Ec . Furthermore, the specific
effect of a locking of the polar structure by screening fie
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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induced on the beam border was reported in incomple
illuminated SBN at slowly varying external fields in a bea
fanning hysteresis experiment.17

Besides such very specific effects, where the lig
induced space-charge fieldEsc'Ec assists the spatial ar
rangement of ferroelectric domains, coherent illuminat
has another very important impact on the polar structure
becomes apparent during the repoling of ferroelectrics us
high electric fieldsEo@Ec . Photoexcited charge carrier
should actively participate in the compensation of local el
tric fields, which play an influential role in the appearance
ferroelectric domains in the crystal volume. Such char
should significantly affect the formation of the polar stru
ture and the spatial arrangement of ferroelectric doma
This influence should especially be apparent in the vicin
of the phase transition and above. SBN is a relaxor ferroe
tric. Therefore the polar structure does not decay at one
defined temperature, but in a quite large temperature inte
For SBN:Ce~0.66 mol %!, ferroelectric domains are stab
below the phase transition temperatureTc555 °C.18 Note
that SBN has been shown to undergo a real ph
transition,19,20 so the term ‘‘phase transition temperature’’
applicable for this relaxor system. The existence of po
clusters atT.Tc causes a photorefractive effect and, resp
tively, beam coupling and light-induced scattering above
phase transition.21 The relaxor behavior and the peculiaritie
of the polar structure in SBN at high temperatures are sa
factorily explained by the ‘‘random-field Ising model
~RFIM!.22,23 The central idea is that short-ranged random
distributed electric fields cause interactions between ne
boring elementary polar dipoles, which results in the form
tion of local regions with nonzero electric polarization~di-
pole clusters!. These clusters constitute a polar structure
SBN atT.Tc , in a temperature range that will be referre
to as ‘‘relaxor regime’’ in the following. At temperaturesT
,Tc , clusters turn into domains yielding very rich pol
structures in the ferroelectric phase: both surface and b
domains have been observed in SBN.24 Poling of SBN by
externally applied electric fields causes an alignment of m
of the domains along thec axis, but does not significantly
reduce their number. The presence of bulk domains is
important factor affecting the appearance of the initial sc
tering in SBN. According to the model of seed scatteri
proposed in Ref. 14, initial scattering originates from diffra
tion of the pump beam at optical inhomogeneities induced
electric fields localized at the domain tips. It is apparent t
photoexcited charge carriers should affect magnitude
distribution of these scattering centers.

In this article we concentrate our attention on the stu
of the photorefractive response in highly doped SBN:Ce
der externally applied electric fields much larger than inh
ent and light-induced fields in the crystal volume. The be
fanning has been chosen as the method for our investiga
since it is the most basic photorefractive phenomenon.
experiments were carried out at different temperatures b
below and aboveTc .

Our investigations show that the beam fanning reve
is directly connected to the spatial reversal of the elec
polarization in SBN. Its behavior strongly depends on
Downloaded 15 Oct 2003 to 217.20.172.213. Redistribution subject to A
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actual state of the polar structure. We found that coher
illumination of SBN significantly facilitates repoling an
greatly promotes the stabilization of the polar structure in
crystal. Repoling performed on an illuminated sample e
sures an instantaneous and complete reversal of the p
structure after only one iteration. Moreover, the scatter
appears to be considerably enhanced after such repo
Thus, the simultaneous application of electric field and il
mination considerably refines the polar structure. Electric
poling of an unilluminated sample is less efficient and
quires several repetitions to complete the reversal proc
i.e., until a complete spatial reversal of the beam fanning
reached. The model of seed scattering in SBN is discusse
detail and applied to the experimental results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A single crystal of Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6 doped with 0.66
mol % cerium was grown by the Czochralski technique a
cut parallel to the crystallographic axes into a plate w
dimensions of 5.6530.732.75 mm3 along the crystallo-
graphic a-, b-, and c-axis, respectively. The sample wa
electrically poled by heating up to 140 °C, applyingEo

53.5 kV/cm along thec axis and then slowly cooling bac
to room temperature before removing the field. After the p
ing process, the crystal was placed in the experimental se
so that the polarc axis is initially oriented from the left- to
the right-hand side of the sample as shown in Fig. 1~a!. Note
that the direction of the Cartesianz vector is always oriented

FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental setup for measuring the angular distribution
scattered light in SBN:Ce. PD is a photodiode mounted on the rota
stage. The crystal is placed on a stack of Peltier elements to regulat
temperature;~b! Image of the scattering pattern on the screen behind
crystal atT528 °C.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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from the left to the right side. The temperature could
adjusted in the range of 10– 150 °C with an absolute ac
racy of 0.3 °C.

The unexpanded beam of a He–Ne laser (l5633 nm)
with 1/e-diameterd50.8 mm served as the pump beam a
was directed normal to the large~a!–~c! face of the sample
Extraordinary light polarization was chosen. The beam int
sity was set toI p570 mW/cm2 to prevent nonlinear effect
other than light-induced scattering that might influence
measurements. The absorption coefficient of the sample
measured to 4 cm21.

The light-induced scattering pattern is usually observ
on a screen~not shown in Fig. 1! placed behind the sample
To measure the angular intensity distributionI s(us) of the
scattering pattern, a photodetector PD was mounted on
motorized rotation stage at a distance ofL55.5 cm behind
the sample, allowing to measureI s(us) along the polarc axis
in the angular range of290°<us<190° ~measured in air!.
Positive and negative scattering anglesus correspond to scat
tered light having positive and negative projections of
propagation vector on thez axis, respectively. Atus50°, the
photodetector crosses the pump beam directly behind
crystal, resulting in an intensity peak. The photodetector
erture limits the apex angle of the measured light to 0.
The entire setup was enclosed in a black box~not shown in
Fig. 1! with only a small opening for the entrance of th
pump beam to minimize the noise from external lig
sources.

To apply an external electric fieldEo to the sample, the
surfaces normal to the polar axis were covered with cond
ing silver paste and connected to a dc power supply. Fie
applied in the same direction as during the poling proced
are considered as positive, while fields applied in the op
site direction are considered as negative. From the phot
fractive hysteresis experiment performed at room te
perature,14 the coercive field in the sample was measured
Ec521.5 kV/cm, while total reversal of the spontaneo
polarization was observed at23 kV/cm. Therefore,Eo

563.5 kV/cm was chosen to perform the repoling proce
in our experiments. When applied, the magnitudeEo is es-
tablished in 40 s in steps of 0.175 kV/cm with a lag time
2 s between the steps. This time is short enough to neg
the impact of screening fields, induced around the beam
the dynamics of repoling processes. The screening fields
affect the scattering distribution at small angles only in
steady state, because of additional changes of the refra
index on the border of the illuminated area. Two differe
procedures to apply the electric field and coherent illumi
tion to the crystal were used.

Procedure 1. Simultaneous action of external field a
illumination: The crystal is continuously illuminated by th
pump beam, while the external field is applied and raised
the amplitudeEo . The field remains applied during the me
surement of the angular distribution of beam fanning.

Procedure 2. Separate action of external field and illu
nation: The external fieldEo is applied to the unilluminated
crystal for 10 s and then switched off. After a relaxation tim
of about 1–2 min, the crystal is illuminated by the pum
beam.
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In both cases,I s(us) is measured after the steady state
reached. Below, we refer to the application of an exter
field with coherent illumination of the crystal after or durin
the action of the fieldEo ~depending on the chosen procedu
1 or 2! as a single iteration of the corresponding repoli
procedure. If it is necessary, more than one iteration can
performed to complete the crystal repoling.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

When SBN is illuminated by the laser beam, a brig
diffusive strip of scattered light forms behind the cryst
reaching a steady state after a duration of 15 min under
chosen experimental conditions. The polarization of the s
tered light is equal to that of the incoming laser light. T
main part of the scattered light appears in the negative di
tion of thec axis of the crystal, which coincides with thez
axis ~negative scattering anglesus), when no external elec
tric field is applied. The application ofEo523.5 kV/cm
along thez axis causes a spatial inversion of the beam f
ning ~refered to as ‘‘forward reversal’’ in the following!.
Most of the scattered light is now directed to the positi
direction of thez axis ~positive scattering anglesus). When
Eo is changed back to positive values, the beam fann
switches back to its initial distribution ‘‘backward reversal
We found that the spatial reversal of beam fanning occ
differently if SBN is illuminated either during or after th
application of external fields. Furthermore, it is remarkab
different in the ferroelectric phase (T,Tc) and in the relaxor
regime (T.Tc):

A. Ferroelectric phase „TËTc…

1. Simultaneous action of E o and coherent
illumination

The experimental results of the beam fanning rever
measured atT547 °C using procedure 1 are shown in Fi
2~a!. The bold curvea is the intensity distribution measure
before a field is applied. The peak atus50° is the intensity
of the transmitted pump beam.I s(us) shows a strong spatia
asymmetry: the broad maximum is located at negative an
aroundus'220°, while at positive anglesI s is extremely
low. Curve b represents I s(us) measured at Eo

523.5 kV/cm. The light distribution is spatially reverse
so that the maximum is now found atus'120°. The total
scattering intensity calculated over the whole beam fann
profile increases after the reversal process~however, due to
the logarithmic scale in Fig. 2 the difference between cur
a and b is not remarkable!. Note that the angular interva
corresponding to the intensity of the transmitted pump be
is excluded from the calculation of the total scattering inte
sity. Obviously, application of the external field using proc
dure 1 allows a prompt and effective reversal of the be
fanning. Figure 2~b! showsI s(us) when a positive externa
field is applied afterwards: curveb is taken from Fig. 2~a! for
better comparison, curve~c! is the beam fanning profile mea
sured atEo513.5 kV/cm, and curved ~greyscaled! shows
I s(us) measured atEo50 kV/cm after curve~c!. Scattering
maxima on curves~c! and~d! are found at the same angula
position as on curve~a!, but twice higher in intensity. The
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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total intensity measured in curve~d! is only marginally lower
than in curve~c!. Hence, the reversal of beam fanning to
initial state is as effective as the forward reversal. Furt
application of negative and positive external fields cau
replicated forward and backward reversals; however, the
solute value of the maximum scattering intensity is no lon
increased and remains the same as for curve~c!. In addition
to the broad maximum of the scattering distribution, the
are additional small peaks atus'63° in the data set ofb
and c, i.e., they appear only if a nonzero external field
applied.

2. Separate action of E o and coherent illumination

The properties of the spatial reversal of the scatter
distribution are changed ifEo is applied to the unilluminated
sample ~procedure 2!. It turned out that complete spatia
switching of beam fanning does not occur after the appli
tion of a negative electric field. Procedure 2 had to be
peated to reach a complete scattering reversal with respe
the amplitude of the initial scattering distribution. Seve
iterations of the forward and backward reversals are sho
in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively. The bold curvea is the
initial intensity distribution of the beam fanning. The firs
second, and sixth iteration of the forward reversal process
given by the angular profiles~b!, ~c!, and ~d!. Respectively,
the profiles~e!, ~f!, and ~g! are the first, second, and sixt
iterations of the backward reversal. A comparison of the p
files ~a! and~b! shows that the direction of the beam fanni
is reversed although the external field is applied to S
without simultaneous coherent illumination. However, t
total scattering intensity as well as the spatial asymmetry
the scattering distribution is considerably reduced. Both f

FIG. 2. Angular distribution of scattered light showing the beam fann
reversal in SBN in the ferroelectric state (T547 °C) performed according to
procedure 1.~a! Eo50 kV/cm; ~b! forward reversal,Eo523.5 kV/cm; ~c!
backward reversal,Eo513.5 kV/cm; ~d! Eo50 kV/cm.
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tures improve after repeated performing of procedure 2.
ter the sixth iteration,I s(us) finally becomes symmetric to
profile ~a!. The same is true for the backward reversal, wh
the intensity distribution is gradually switched from profi
~d! to profile ~g! ~greyscaled! in Fig. 3~b!. Again, a complete
reconstruction of the beam fanning is reached only after
six iterations: profile~g! in Fig. 3~b! is identical to curve~a!
in Fig. 3~a!. One should note that the increase of the sc
tered intensity after repeated application ofEo was observed
only if every application ofEo is followed by an illumination
of the crystal. ApplyingEo six times without intermediate
illumination of the crystal has the same effect as a sin
application, resulting in curve~b! @or ~e!#.

In summary, a fast and effective spatial reversal of
photorefractive response in SBN is possible by the appl
tion of high electric fieldsEo@Ec together with coheren
illumination. An application of external fields without ligh
exposure allows a gentle operation with the efficiency of
reversal processes.

B. Relaxor regime „T ÌTc…

The response of the beam fanning on the repoling p
cedures 1 and 2 has also been studied in the relaxor regim
T557 °C. Here,T.Tc , but the crystal still possesses a no
zero macroscopic polarizationP ~Ref. 25! and shows a
strong photorefractive effect.

1. Simultaneous action of E o and coherent
illumination

At T.Tc , the scattering is sensitive to the sign ofEo

and exhibits both forward and backward reversal ifEo is

FIG. 3. Angular distribution of scattered light showing the beam fann
reversal in SBN in the ferroelectric state (T547 °C) performed according to
procedure 2.~a! Eo50 kV/cm; ~b!–~d! first, second, sixth iterations of for-
ward reversal,Eo523.5 kV/cm; ~e!–~g! first, second, sixth iterations o
backward reversal,Eo513.5 kV/cm.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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applied to the illuminated crystal. The sequence of the
perimental curves in Fig. 4 is the same as in Fig. 2.
analysis of the data shows that the scattering reversal
procedure 1 in SBN in the relaxor regime is as effective a
T,Tc : a complete reversal is achieved with only one ite
tion. Figure 4~a! shows the forward reversal caused by
negative electric field: the bold curve~a! is the angular pro-
file before the reversal, and curve~b! is the intensity distri-
bution atEo523.5 kV/cm. The backward reversal is show
in Fig. 4~b!: curve ~b! is taken from Fig. 4~a!, curve ~c! is
measured atEo513.5 kV/cm, curve ~d! ~greyscaled! is
measured atEo50 kV/cm after curve~c!. A comparison of
the profiles~a! in Figs. 2 and 4 shows that at zero field th
increased temperature causes a decrease of the total sc
ing intensity, as well as an accumulation of scattered ligh
smaller anglesus .17 EoÞ0 results in an effective angula
widening of beam fanning profiles see, e.g., curves~a! and
~b! in Fig. 4~a!, and curves~c! and ~d! in Fig. 4~b!. The
scattering shrinks back when the fieldEo is switched off@~d!
in Fig. 4~b!#.

2. Separate action of E o and coherent illumination

Figure 5~a! shows the forward beam fanning revers
when the external field is switched off before the sample
illuminated ~procedure 2!: The bold curve~a! is the initial
angular profile, the curves~b!, ~c!, and~d! show I s(us) after
the first, second, and sixth application ofEo523.5 kV/cm.
Figure 5~b! illustrates the backward reversal: curve~d! is
I s(us) taken from the previous set, angular profiles~e!, ~f!,
and~g! ~greyscaled! are measured after the first, second, a
sixth applications ofEo513.5 kV/cm, respectively. It is

FIG. 4. Angular distributions of the scattered light showing the beam f
ning reversals in SBN in the relaxor regime (T557 °C) performed accord-
ing to procedure 1. ~a! Eo50 kV/cm; ~b! forward reversal, Eo

523.5 kV/cm; ~c! backward reversal, Eo513.5 kV/cm; ~d! Eo

50 kV/cm.
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evident from Fig. 5 that a complete scattering reversal is
longer achieved. Even after the sixth iteration, the total sc
tering intensity amounts only to 20% of the intensity me
sured in curve~a!.

IV. DISCUSSION

To explain the observed differences in the behavior
the beam fanning reversal, we must take into account:~1! the
dependence of the photorefractive properties of SBN:Ce
its polar structure;~2! the evolution of the polar structure ifT
approachesTc ; ~3! the source for initial scattering that see
the beam fanning, and the dependence of the seed scatt
on external factors such as electric fields and coherent
mination. The following discussion takes these consid
ations into account.

Beam fanning is a kind of light-induced scattering a
therefore a typical photorefractive phenomenon. It is initia
seeded by diffraction or refraction processes of the incid
beam at optical inhomogeneities in the crystal volume. B
low, we follow the model of scattering centers in SBN
local anomalies of the index of refractiondn located at do-
main walls:14 Nano- and microscale electric fields, inhere
to SBN26,27 and actually responsible for the existence of
rich variety of bulk ferroelectric domains in the crystal,24,28

give rise to the refractive index changesdn via the linear
electro-optic effect. These changes appear to be most
cient at domain tips. The sizeL of ferroelectric domains in
SBN varies in the range of dozens of nanometers to doz
of micrometers.29,30 Thus, the polar structure can be consi
ered as a large number of sequences of domains distrib
more or less regularly in the direction of thec axis. Accord-
ing to our model of seed scattering,dn anomalies located a
tips of domains of the same size form a periodic sequenc

-

FIG. 5. Angular distribution of scattered light showing the beam fann
reversal in SBN in the relaxor regime (T557 °C) performed according to
procedure 2.~a! Eo50 kV/cm; ~b!–~d! first, second, sixth iterations of for-
ward reversal,Eo523.5 kV/cm; ~e!–~g! first, second, sixth iterations o
backward reversalEo513.5 kV/cm.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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scattering centers with the corresponding spatial periodL
and result in the diffraction of the intensityI so from the
pump beam at the angleus52 arcsin@l/(2L)#. Diffraction
at dn-structures with largeL is characterized by smalle
scattering anglesus , whereas structures with smallL will
result in large anglesus . It is also expected that perfectl
aligned domain sequences result in well-ordered refrac
index structures and in stronger seed scatteringI so , whereas
the scattering originating from irregulardn structures located
on disordered domains will be less effective. In our rec
investigations of the beam fanning hysteresis in SBN
~Ref. 14! we found that seed scattering in incompletely po
samples and in samples with a large amount of 180° dom
is much weaker than in perfectly poled SBN with ferroele
tric domains aligned in one direction. The deep minimu
exhibited by the seed scattering atEo5Ec , i.e., when the
domain order is totally broken down andP50, is proof for
our model assumption. It should be noted, however, that
total intensity of the scattered light also depends on the
of the electro-optic coefficients: The sharp drop in transm
ted intensity observed at temperatures near the ph
transition17 is due to this increase ofr eff , which counters the
effects of a decrease of the seed scattering due to the
domain disorder.

The process of writing holographic gratings with the i
cident beam~pump wavep) and the seed scattering~seed
wavess) and the amplification of the scattered light is d
scribed in great detail in Refs. 14, 17, and 21. According
the spatial alignment of scattering centers in SBN along
polar axis, it is sensible to assume a symmetric distribut
of the seed scatteringI so in 6c direction: I so(2us)5I so

(1us). Seed waves propagating at scattering angles2us

,0 (2c direction! are exponentially amplified due to bea

FIG. 6. Angular distribution of the coupling strength~a! and the seed scat
tering intensity~b! extracted from the beam fanning profiles in Fig. 2.
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coupling with the pump wavep, whereas depletion take
place for1us.0 (1c direction!. On the exit surface of the
sample,I s is given byI s

7us5I so exp(6Gl). The productG l is
usually called coupling strength, whereG is the coupling
coefficient andl is the effective interaction length of see
and pump wave. A square-root product ofI s

2us and I s
1us

gives the intensityI so equal for the two symmetric see
waves, while their logarithmic ratio gives the correspondi
coupling strength:

I so~us!5AI s
2usI s

1us, ~1!

uG~us!u l 5
1

2
lnS I s

2us

I s
1usD . ~2!

Figures 6~a!–9~a! and 6~b!–9~b! show the angular de
pendence ofG l and I so for us,0, respectively, obtained
from the I s(u) profiles shown in Figs. 2–5. For easier ide
tification, theG l andI so curves are labeled identically to th
corresponding originalI s profiles.

Before we start the particular analysis of changes
G(us) and I so(us) resulting from the repoling procedures
and 2, we should consider some general relations betw
the polar structure and the beam fanning. The coupling
efficient is proportional to the electro-optic coefficient:G
}r 33, which in turn depends on the macroscopic polarizat
P:9

r 3352g33Ps«33«o , ~3!

where g33 is the quadratic electro-optic coefficient.Ps.0
when the projection of the vectorPs on thez axis is positive,
and Ps,0 otherwise. Thus, the absolute value ofPs de-
scribes the efficiency of amplification of seed scatterin
while its sign defines the direction of amplification an
thereby the spatial orientation of the beam fanning. When
direction of Ps is inverted by applying an external electr
field Eo@Ec , G changes its sign, resulting in the spati

FIG. 7. Angular distribution of the coupling strength~a! and the seed scat
tering intensity~b! extracted from the beam fanning profiles in Fig. 3.
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inversion ofI s(us). An imperfect domain inversion and for
mation of 180° domains, which occurs in SBN during t
repoling procedure, decreases the absolute values ofPs and
r 33, respectively. As a result,G is reduced and the beam
fanning is weakened. A decrease ofr 33 also results in a re-
duction of dn anomalies induced by internal electric field
located at domain tips. Moreover, the partial depolarizat

FIG. 8. Angular distribution of the coupling strength~a! and the seed scat
tering intensity~b! extracted from the beam fanning profiles in Fig. 4.

FIG. 9. Angular distribution of the coupling strength~a! and the seed scat
tering intensity~b! extracted from the beam fanning profiles in Fig. 5.
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of SBN results in a disturbance of the regular sequence
scattering centers. These two reasons should cause a
crease of the seed scattering, as well as it may chang
angular distribution. Hence, variations in the polar struct
affect bothI so andG, and finally changes the beam fannin
At the same time, we have to remember that free electr
excited by coherent illumination play an important role
ferroelectrics31 and particularly in repoling processes b
modifying local electric fields in the crystal bulk.

A. Ferroelectric phase „TËTc…

At T547 °C, SBN is in the ferroelectric phase. The p
lar structure of the poled sample consists of domains alig
in one direction. Strong cooperative interaction guarant
stable alignment of domains. A single application of an e
ternal fieldEo.Ec to the illuminated SBN results in an im
mediate spatial forward and backward inversion of the be
fanning, depending on the sign of the electric field@see
curves~a! and~b! in Fig. 2~a! and curves~b! and~c! in Fig.
2~b!#. At the same time, an application of the field to th
unilluminated crystal results only in a partial reversal@see
curves~a! and~b! in Fig. 3~a! and curves~d! and~e! in Fig.
3~b!#. These peculiarities can be explained by differe
changes of the spontaneous polarization achieved in S
during repoling processes 1 and 2.

Using procedure 1, the crystal is illuminated by cohere
light during the action of the external field. First, ifEo,0 is
applied, a part of the ferroelectric domains in the crys
volume flip following the direction of the field, but som
domains, locked on local electric defects, will retain th
initial orientation. If the crystal is illuminated, electrons a
photoexcited from negatively charged centers, migrate in
crystal due to thermal diffusion as well as drift under t
field Eo and are trapped on positively charged centers, le
ing to a compensation of local fields. Both processes of p
toexcitation and trapping will lower potential barriers loc
ing domains on defects, until the external field will flip th
domains. The number of 180° domains should also be c
siderably reduced in this process. The refined polar struc
causes a larger coupling coefficientG and a stronger see
scattering. Both results are illustrated by curves~a! and~b! in
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. The absolute values ofG l in curve ~b!
are higher than on the initial curve~a!, but lower than in
curve~c!. This shows that an application ofEo.0 results in
a further refinement of the polar structure. Small differenc
between curves~c! and~d! mirror the increase ofP induced
by Eo : it vanishes after the field is switched off. TheI so

curves show a similar behavior. The fact that allI so curves in
Fig. 6~b! converge at small scattering angles allows us
suggest, in particular, that large-scale domains are alig
with high regularity by the application ofEo .

One observes a different repoling behavior when us
repoling procedure 2 instead of procedure 1. The partial
version of the polar structure observed after the first iterat
of process 2 can be explained as follows: WhenEo.0 is
applied, most ferroelectric domains change their spatial
entation, but some domains remain locked by strong lo
fields and do not reverse their orientation. Posterior cohe
illumination compensates the local fields by photoinduc
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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charge carriers, resulting in a lower potential barrier of
domains, but it does not invert their orientation. Therefore
considerable reduction of scattered light is observed.Eo has
to be applied again to switch further domains. The dra
difference in the results of beam fanning reversal obtained
the sixfold application of the external field with and witho
posterior illumination after the action ofEo unambiguously
proves that, in our case, the coherent illumination is not o
a method of observation, but also a means of assisting
repoling procedure.

The sharp submaxima observed in Fig. 2 at smallus

possibly appear due to strong changes of the refractive in
induced by screening fields on the border of the laser be
These screening fields are formed owing to the drift of p
toexcited electrons along the direction of the external fi
and the trapping of electrons on the border of the illumina
area. The separate action ofEo and illumination in procedure
2 provides nodn anomalies on the beam edge and no sh
submaxima near the transmitted beam in Fig. 3.

B. Relaxor regime „TÌTc…

At T.Tc , the cooperative interaction between the loc
dipoles is overcome by growing thermal energies, result
in a breakdown of the domain structure into polar clust
stabilized by short-ranged random fields, causing a nonz
macroscopic polarization. The cluster structure slowly v
ishes with increasing temperature, until a macroscopic p
structure can no longer be observed atT.90 °C. At T
557 °C, the temperature used in our experiment, our sam
is already in the relaxor regime, where only dipole clust
exist.

The actual temperature of domain disordering depe
on the dimensionL of the domains: smaller domains diso
der and vanish at lower temperatures. The disorder and d
of the polar structure of the dimensionL should correlate
with the rise of irregularities in scattering structures asso
ated with the periodL, and result in the strong reduction o
seed scattering at the correspondingus angles. Since small
scale structures~largerus angles! disorder and decay earlie
than large-scale structures~smallerus angles!, the scattering
maximum will shift from larger to smaller angles with in
creasing temperature: compare curves~a! in Figs. 2~a! and
3~a! (T547 °C) with curves~a! in Figs. 4~a! and 5~a! (T
557 °C), all measured at zero field. However, application
Eo reestablishes the polar structure and restores the in
I s(us) distribution. AtEo50, thermal disorder again sets i
and the maximum ofI s(us) is again shifted to smaller sca
tering angles@see curves~d! and ~c! in Fig. 4~b!#. In this
temperature range of thermally unstable polar clusters,
process of beam fanning reversal may very well differ fro
that in the ferroelectric phase.

If the repoling is performed under illumination~proce-
dure 1!, Eo aligns dipole clusters along one preferential
rection. The reestablishment of the polar order improves
regularity of the scattering centers, particularly for sma
scale structures. This results in an increase of the avera
values of the macroscopic polarizationP and G, and in a
considerable enhancement of the seed scattering intensit
Downloaded 15 Oct 2003 to 217.20.172.213. Redistribution subject to A
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large anglesus . The last effect is apparent from a compa
son of curve ~a! (Eo50 kV/cm) and ~b! (Eo

523.5 kV/cm), or ~c! (Eo513.5 kV/cm) and ~d! (Eo

50 kV/cm) in Fig. 8~b!. The large slope of curves~a! and
~d! starting at us518° indicates that clusters withL
,2 mm are thermally disordered atEo50, while the spatial
alignment of clusters with larger dimensions is not affect
The changes in the angular behavior ofG l due to the exter-
nally applied electric field agree with the correspondi
changes inI so . Figure 8~a! shows that the polar reversal a
T.Tc , does not differ too much from that atT,Tc . The
complete inversion of the polar structure is confirmed
different signs and mutually symmetric shapes of profiles~b!
(Eo523.5 kV/cm) and~c! (Eo513.5 kV/cm) ofG l in Fig.
8~a!, and by the corresponding profiles~b! and ~c! of I so

shown in Fig. 8~b!.
The situation changes if the beam fanning reversa

performed without illumination~procedure 2!. Here, the re-
poling entails a strong reduction of the total scattering int
sity because of dramatic changes in the spatial order of
pole clusters. The new polar direction established byEo,0
remains stable only as long as the field is applied to
crystal. In addition to a chaotic impact of the thermal dis
der, the clusters are strongly affected by uncompensated
ternal fields trying to reverse the polar structure into the s
observed before the spatial reversal. The lack of free e
trons allows no compensation of these fields, which wo
stabilize the clusters in the reversed positions. Most mo
domains settle back immediately after the field is switch
off, with a larger likelihood for small domains to return t
the initial state. This backswitching disturbs the order of t
polar structure and breaks the regularity in the correspond
sequences of the scattering centers, resulting in a strong
pression of seed scattering@curve ~b! in Fig. 9~b!#, a reduc-
tion of Ps andG @curve~b! in Fig. 9~a!#, and, consecutively,
a weakened beam fanning@curve~b! in Fig. 5~a!#. Complete
reversal of the polar structure is impossible using proced
2: Even after the sixth application ofEo,0, neitherG l nor
I so reaches the values achieved before the repoling pro
@curves ~a! and ~d! in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!#. The posterior
application ofEo.0 does not improve the situation, but re
sults in further disordering: TheI so-profile ~g! in Fig. 9~b! is
even lower than profile~b!, and profile~g! of the coupling
strengthG l in Fig. 9~a! amounts in the maximum only to ha
the corresponding value on the initial profile~a!.

V. CONCLUSION

To reverse the orientation of the polar structure
SBN:Ce, procedure 1 is significantly more effective th
procedure 2. Simultaneous action of high external fields w
illumination ensures the complete repoling of SBN in on
one iteration and essentially refines and stabilizes the p
structure both atT.Tc and atT,Tc . Separate and consecu
tive action ofEo and illumination results in a gradual step
by-step domain reversal in the ferroelectric phase, while
causes a significant spatial disorder in the polar structur
the relaxor regime.
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